Great things to do at OMCA:

Find a comfy place to sit in the garden. How many birds can you see or hear? Try to COPY THE SOUNDS that you hear.

POSE LIKE IT. (You can ask your friends to help.)

TO TOUCH: Look for the green hand that shows you which things are OK to touch at OMCA.

Locate the outdoor ponds at the lower level near the Gallery of California Natural Sciences. Are there more koi fish (front pond) or more turtles (back pond) today? Would you be a FISH OR A TURTLE? What would your life be like if you were one or the other?

Remove the center square to create a frame. Use the frame to FOCUS YOUR GAZE, and see the world in brand new ways.

Find an artwork or diorama (a nature scene within a glass case) that shows one moment in time. WHAT DO YOU THINK HAPPENED? What do you think will happen next?

How many times can you find THESE COLORS at OMCA today?

Find music playing and have a DANCE PARTY with your friends. Ask everyone to teach a dance move to the group.

Tip: Check out the Gallery of California History or ask an OMCA staff member to point you in the right direction.

The lawn is a good place to STRETCH & PLAY. Time how fast you can get from one side of the garden to the other. What are some other ways that you can move around the garden?
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